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Interior designing is a field in which a person should be excels in the creative thoughts and can
generate new innovative ideas about the decorations and utilizations of the designing items. The
interior designers are being hired by many architecture companies. They have to draft and design
various architectural designs. This includes altering drawings, providing project administrative
support and producing finishes boards for the companyâ€™s previous designs.

Interior design course is a job based on client servicing. Thus an interior designer should be well
acquainted with the clientâ€™s expectations and can able to work under their guidance and
requirements.  The person should also be good in verbal and nonverbal communication skills with
full of confidence while dealing with their clients. They should understand each requirement of
clients with small observations for examples what are the items to be use in kitchen fittings at some
office etc.

The student who want to pursue the interior designing course after 12th pass will learn the basic
knowledge of interior architectural detailing skills, an understanding of drawings skills and
procedures, working knowledge of the application of color, materials and artistic form, a familiarity
with space planning methodology, urniture, case goods and systems, and basic sketching and
rendering skills.  AutoCAD/ADT technical skills are required by most of the companies.

Many institutes are taking the entrance exam of the students who wants to go for the interior
designing courses at their graduation levels. They are taking your basic tests for design and drawing
skills before allowing you for the admission in their institutes. The basic idea is that you can show
your previous records of art and craft skills in the portfolio format. We can suggest you some of the
recognized institutes in India which are offering interior designing courses at the graduation level.

The names of those regular colleges are mention below:-

1. Arch Institute of fashion and Design / Arch Gemology & Jewelry Institute, Jaipur Rajasthan.

2. CREATIONS - The School of Design and Technology, Pune

3. St. Francis Institute of Art and Design, Mumbai

4. Inifd Pune â€“ Koregoan Park

5. Apeejay Institute of Design, New Delhi

6. College of Arts and Design, Chennai

7. RachnaSansad, School of Interior design, Mumbai

8. College of Art & Design Madras

Theses all colleges are teaching the technical and non technical, each aspect of the interior
designing course in depth. Students will gain good practical knowledge from any of those institutes.
After completion of the courses some institutes are providing the internships and placements in the
branded companies of India. The faculties of all theses institutes are highly qualified and well
experienced in their individual field.
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Then we can say if you have interest in these professional studies then the institutes are promising
you for how to move smoothly and progressively in the same career for long run. After getting
certain time of experience in your chosen field you can start your own business which starts from
home. Here you have to design various new creations with your originality and fusion collections of
interior designsâ€™ to your clients.
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